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Specifi cation guide

1. Wrekin Products Ltd  is continually seeking 
to improve our products and therefore reserves 
the right to alter product speci� cations without 
prior notice.
2. It is the responsibility of all users to satisfy 
themselves that the above data is current.
3. Wrekin cannot be held responsible for the 
performance of these products as conditions of 
use are beyond our control.
4. Installation details are available on request.

UniPak mortar
Fast curing polyester resin mortar
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UniPak mortar avoids all the problems of cement 
based mortar by using a two part polyester resin 
material - the same material UniPak packing 
plates and wedges are made from, and a proven 
material used in highway construction. The resin 
product allows rapid road opening due to its fast 
cure time. Operatives simply mix both parts, thus 
giving a consistent and repeatable result - no 
performance loss due to judgement or personal 
mix preference.

The mortar has a very low slump factor, 
compared with other products, which gives 
excellent support of ironwork in an uncured condition. Its inherent low notch 
sensitivity means it resists cracking commonly caused by sharp and angular ironwork.

It comes in three tub sizes, suitable for fi xing small surface boxes up to largest of 
covers, to reduce waste to a minimum. The UniPak mortar is suitable for all UK 
BSEN124 highway applications, groups 1 to 4.

1. Wrekin Products Ltd  is continually seeking 

The Wrekin UniPak patented 
ironwork installation system is 
designed to prevent bedding 
failure - one of the main factors 
contributing to the current poor 
performance of chamber tops.

WRc research observes that up to 89% of 
ironwork failures have suff ered foundation 
issues and that in 44% of cases foundation 
issues are the sole cause of failure.

The system comprises three components:

• Fast curing resin-based mortar to replace 
traditional poor performance cement 
mortar.

• Multi-sized packing plates, replacing ad-
hoc packing methods with bricks, wood 
or other unsuitable materials.

• Wedge support blocks that securely 
support iron frames, allowing roads to 
be reopened before the mortar cures.

UniPak mortar Tub packing (kg) Product code

Mortar (standard) 6.5 YPCR/U6.5

 Mortar (standard) 12.5 YPCR/U12.5

Mortar (standard) 25 YPCR/U25 UniPak mortar

UniPak support wedges

UniPak packing plates

The UniPak system in use
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The blocks support the ironwork, giving optimum strength 
of bedding mortar/packing plate layers, both while 
curing and under load, following road opening. 
They are left in place after installation and 
as they are manufactured from the 
same resinous compound as UniPak 
mortar and packing plates, they form an 
integral part of the system.

As the ironwork is rigidly supported, the 
contractor is no longer constrained by the 
curing rate of the mortar - even if conventional 
cement types are used.

The step wedge design allows 5mm adjustment 
increments up to 75mm per block and, as they are stackable, allows them to fi ll large voids.

They are suitable for BSEN124 UK highway applications, groups 1 to 4.

UniPak mortar

UniPak support wedges

UniPak packing plates

The UniPak system in use

UniPak support wedges
Mortar protection blocks
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Size (mm) Product code

120h x 50d x 75w PC/UNIWEDGE/755012

The Wrekin UniPak patented 
ironwork installation system is 
designed to prevent bedding 
failure - one of the main factors 
contributing to the current poor 
performance of chamber tops.

WRc research observes that up to 89% of 
ironwork failures have suff ered foundation 
issues and that in 44% of cases foundation 
issues are the sole cause of failure.

The system comprises three components:

• Fast curing resin-based mortar to replace 
traditional poor performance cement 
mortar.

• Multi-sized packing plates, replacing ad-
hoc packing methods with bricks, wood 
or other unsuitable materials.

• Wedge support blocks that securely 
support iron frames, allowing roads to 
be reopened before the mortar cures.
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The packing plates are available 
in two widths and three 
thicknesses, and are easily cut 
and fi xed using conventional 
techniques.  They interlock 
with bedding mortar and resist lateral forces with no reliance on friction or 
mortar adhesion. As they are  manufactured from the same resinous compound as 
UniPak mortar and block wedges, it forms an integral part of the system. 

Other makes of packing boards are manufactured from wood pulp and so swell and 
weaken over time. Their smooth surfaces mean lateral forces break the mortar bond 
and angular edges result in the cracking of surrounding brittle foundation materials. 
Wrekin UniPak addresses all these issues and is a superior product in every regard.

UniPak Plates and Wedges can be used with conventional cement mortars, but 
optimum longevity is achieved using the three UniPak components as a system. 
These packing plates are suitable for BSEN124 UK highway applications, groups 1 to 4.

UniPak mortar

UniPak support wedges

UniPak packing plates

The UniPak system in use

1. Wrekin Products Ltd  is continually seeking 
to improve our products and therefore reserves 
the right to alter product speci� cations without 
prior notice.
2. It is the responsibility of all users to satisfy 
themselves that the above data is current.
3. Wrekin cannot be held responsible for the 
performance of these products as conditions of 
use are beyond our control.
4. Installation details are available on request.

UniPak packing plates
Frame packing
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1. Wrekin Products Ltd  is continually seeking 

The Wrekin UniPak patented 
ironwork installation system is 
designed to prevent bedding 
failure - one of the main factors 
contributing to the current poor 
performance of chamber tops.

WRc research observes that up to 89% of 
ironwork failures have suff ered foundation 
issues and that in 44% of cases foundation 
issues are the sole cause of failure.

The system comprises three components:

• Fast curing resin-based mortar to replace 
traditional poor performance cement 
mortar.

• Multi-sized packing plates, replacing ad-
hoc packing methods with bricks, wood 
or other unsuitable materials.

• Wedge support blocks that securely 
support iron frames, allowing roads to 
be reopened before the mortar cures.

UniPak
packing plates

Size
(mm) Product code

Packing plate 1A 760 x 100 x 15 PC/UNIPAK/151076

Packing plate 2B 760 x 150 x 15 PC/UNIPAK/151576

Packing plate 3C 760 x 100 x 25 PC/UNIPAK/251076

Packing plate 4A 760 x 150 x 25 PC/UNIPAK/251576

Packing plate 5B 760 x 100 x 45 PC/UNIPAK/451076

Packing plate 6C 760 x 150 x 45 PC/UNIPAK/451576


